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SHOW
BEST IN

FREE
The Simpsons
Channel 10, 7.30pm
The Office star Ricky Gervais wrote and
starred in this episode where he plays
Charles Heathbar (right) who swaps wives
with Homer in a competition. Marge
manages to steal the heart of Heathbar while
Homer, a little like David Brent, has little luck
with Heathbar’s wife Verity.

Neighbours
Channel 10, 6.30pm
You can always rely on a soapie wedding
having a good share of drama. Gail and Paul
are about to march down the aisle when
Katya is found. But when his son Robert
doesn’t show for the ceremony, Paul gets
suspicious and is convinced the bad boy is
somewhere nearby. Despite protests, he
turns yobbo and yells for Robert to ‘‘finish
the job’’. Always one to please, Robert
doesn’t disappoint.

Torvill and Dean’s Dancing on Ice
Channel 9, 7.30pm
A celebrity is going to get frozen out of this
ice dancing competition, but who will it be?
Sportingbet’s odds say Karl Stefanovic is

safe on top of the leader board, with Jake
Wall and Lara Bingle closely behind. Annalise
Braakensiek is on shaky ground, while Giaan
Rooney is out with a broken ankle.

PAY
Wonderfalls
Fox 8, 7.30pm
Set against the backdrop of Niagara Falls,
this new comedy-drama tells the story of
quirky underachiever Jaye Tyler (right).
While working at a tourist shop she
discovers inanimate objects, particularly
animals, can talk to her. Their cryptic
messages send her on madcap adventures,
including tonight’s which involves lesbians, a
tracheotomy and a stolen purse.

Inside I’m Dancing
Showtime, 10.10pm
Despite the dodgy title, this movie has a few
feelgood moments and a share of laughs.
Rebellious Rory changes cerebral palsy
sufferer Michael’s life when he moves into
Carrigmore Residential Home for care
related to his muscular dystrophy. The two
strike up a friendship even though Michael
can’t communicate with pretty much anyone
else. Michael learns how empty his safe
institutional life is, and begins to live life.
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